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PVand rape

Spring 1o0tba11

What the administration
can do to stop rape on
campus
VIEWPOINTS

Body builders

Football tearn starts
practice tor anew season
5p0f1T9WeEk

Campus body builders show
some muscle ·
LIFESTYLES

-
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Prairie View, Tx. 77446

PV
AMU
Security
Chief
Silecial Report;
SpeakQut !
makes changes
Two PV students killed in shooting
Does the campus
police handle
students fairly?

Marc A. Person, Sophmore:
I feel that Campus Police
treat students with disrespect,
and unfairness. They are
here to serve us not us serve
them.

By Che?l Malone-Berry

Production Manager

Chief Stevens, Head of the
campus security is taking
new strides in making Prairie
View A&M University a secure environment.
"People need to know that
my officers are a body of
trained officers entrusted by
the government to maintain
public peace, order, and
uphold state and federal laws
to prevent any crimes. We are
peace officers and our jurisdiction is Prairie A&M University." stated Stevens.
Some of the changes Chief
Stevens is trying to make in
the campus security are to 1.)
increase the staff to 14 officers, 2.) implament a 24 hour
dispatch system, 3.) employ a
full time investigator, 4.) close
all but one enterance to the
campus on weekend and at
night, and 5.) involve student
groups in an escort serve at
night.
Stevens
already
has

increased security by closing
By Kerri Marshall
off some of the entrances in
StoJJWriter
the evenings, providing on
call police escort services,
and increasing security durA former Prairie View A&M
ing major campus events.
University student, Anthony
Bushell, has been charged
ith capital murder for the
Stevens commented on the
topic of rape and date rape. death of Donald Clark of
"Prairie View has had three Prairie View and Sheri
reported rape cases in the Bruton of Waller, Texas,
last six months. One of them according to the officials at
was a date rape which was Waller County Jail.
confeirmed and the person
The bodies were found on
was prosecuted. In the other April 9 on the Old Houston
two cases, the victims drop- Hwy in Prairie View at about
ped the charges. If someone 10:25pm. The incident occuris raped on campus they need ed near the railroad tracks,
to report the rape imediately about a mile from the Prairie
to the campus security or to View A&M University camStudent Life," stated Stevens. pus. The bodies were spotted
by William Whiteside, owner
of
the T-shirt shop on the
According to Stevens, the
campus
of Prairie View A&M
department has had a 95%
University.
conviction rate. "The Prairie
"The bodies were cold and
View police has possibly the
both
had a great amount of
best trained campus security
blood
lost. After checking for
department around... and we
vital signs, I immediately notare here to insure the safety ifted the Prairie View Police
ofthe people," stated Stevens.

nt forum
Dwayne Bennett
StajfWriter

Charles Carpenter, Junior:
NO! I feel that some of them
go out of their way to arrest
and bother students.

'

Sherri Bolar, Junior:
No, I feel they spend too
much time writing tickets
when they should be caring
about more serious
situations.

President Julius Becton
has invited all interested students to his daily meetings
with security, after being
asked again about the security problems here on campus.
Patricia Jasper first raised
this question at the monthly
student forum held in the
auditorium of the Administrative building April 9, 1991.
The purpose of the forum is to
address the concerns and
opinions of the student body.
"Security is acting within
its mission," said Becton. He
further stated that the State
Fire Marshall has been on
campus looking into the compliance of the fire codes. He
lauded the student body for
taking the initiative and keeping false alarms to a minimum.
Monique Griffin, commended the Registar's office for its
tremendous improvements,
but questioned the professionalism and attitudes of

some employees within different departments at the university. Becton urged all students to bring documentation
of such incidents to his attention.
Another student voiced concern about the proposed
prison at Prairie View.
Beeton's response was,"P.V.
is taking a neutral stance on
the issue until all perspectives have been thoroughly
analyzed". He indicated that
the proposal was only for a
minimum security prison,
and that Prairie View could
benefit economically if the
prison is built.
The New Director of Student Housing, Col. Aldridge
was then introduced. He
explained that a project is
now underway to improve the
hcusing situation at Prairie
View.
Ron Ragston asked about
the possibil4ty of a 24-hour
study center and proposed
the old W.R. Banks library as
the possible site. Becton said

fiat without adequate securi\7 it would be difficult." It
has been tried, but the students trashed the basement,"
said Becton.
Yolanda Gill stated that
SGA will hold elections April
2f. She expressed concern
about the apathetic attitudes
the student body seem to
have. Becton then indicated
his concern about apathy
among students here, indicating that it carries over into
local voting. He stated,"We
need to fire-up the same zeal
in campus politics as with
step shows."
In his concluding statements Becton remarked
"Prairie View has the largest
block of voters in the county,
but they aren't exercising
their right to vote."
He urged all registered voters to go out and vote on May 4.
Re then commended the students for showing an interest,
and indicated it was a larger
audience than previous forums.

Department. I then found
shell cases near the bodies.
By that time the police officer
arrived at the scene and start- •,
ed the investigation," stated
Whiteside.
The day after the incident
occurred, the police markings appeared as if one body
had been ,nr,veri. According to Whiti.:.:,icJe, ·· The body
of Donald Clark was on his
side, I turned his body over
and made his body parallel
with the ground to perform
CPR."

According to an anonymous
witness, about three minutes

after hearing shots fired a
black jeep was spotted speeding through the area.
Donald Clark and Sheri
Bruton leave behind their
one-year-old daughter, Na
Don Clark and family members. "Donald and Sheri loved each other no one could
keep them apart and they
died together." stated Susan
Jones, sister of Sheri Bruton
and staff worker in the Fiscal
Affairs
Department
at
Prairie View A&M University. This case is still under
investigation by the proper
authorities.

Discussion on prison
proposal continues
By Cheryl Malone-Berry
Production Manager

zens of h

City of Prairie View are discussing the idea of building a
minimum security prison in
the city, the students, faculty
and staff ofPrairie View A&M
University are discussing as
well.
University President Julius Becton stated that "as
president of an educational
institution I must remain
neutral in my decisions about
the proposed prison. But if a
prison is built near the university, there will problably
be certain facilities that the
prison will upgrade and utilize.
The prison officals should
develop some type of public
relations campaign for the
community, so that citizens
can become more familiar
with the type of prison they
might want to have at Prairie
View."
Becton said that since there
is already a maximum security prison near ::f:>rairie View,
and that this had never seemed to deter anyone from
attending the university, he
doesn't think that a minimum
security prison should deter

anyone, either.
Head of Campus Security,
Chief Stevens, commenting
on the proposed prison , stated that he was against the
idea of having a prison near
-tMl!i-•m

us. One 'Vii or con-

cern of his was the possibilty
of the prison offica1s granting
prisoners work releases. He
thinks that a work release
program wm probably draw
many prisoners to the largest
employer in the county, the
university. He also mentioned his concerns about an
education incentive program
at the prison, fearing that it
may involve prisoners attending classes at the university.
He does not think either idea
would be a positive step.
On Thursday April 4, 1991, a
student forum was held to
discuss the idea of the proposed correctional facility near
the campus. The meeting was
sparsely attended, but the
majority of students present
opposed the idea of having a
prison in the vicinity of the
campus.
Another City Council meeting will be held in the Newman Center on Monday, April 22
at 6:00 p.m., to further discuss
the prison proposal. Students are welcome to attend
the meeting,
and
are
encouraged to speak out either for or against the proposal.

The importance of insurance on PV's campus
By President Becton

Alarmingly,few students at
Prairie View A&M university
are covered by medical insurance.

Steven A. Jordan, Junior:
No many times the police

h.:.Ss students and write

unnecessary tickets to
relieve 'boredom of their job.
In doing this they tend to
ignore issues of st01en
property and concentrate on
meaningless tickets.
I

Only 17 students are currently insured by United
Group Insurance Company,
the carrier providing coverage for both PVAMU and
Texas A&M University students. According to OwensFranklin Health Center
Director Thelma Pierre,
there are approximately 155
of our student body who are
covered by their parents'
medical insurance.
That
means that the vast majority
of our students are not financially protected from unexpected medical costs from

something as simple as an ance, this may be applied to
office visit and prescription the lab costs.)
The cost for medical insurfor the flu to something as
complex and expensive as an ance for an individual is $312
automobile accident or an ext- Per year (eg., from August 17,
1990 to August 17, 1991). The
ended hospital stay.
cost is more for an individual
Since our biggest enemies and child or an individual and
are often lack of information spouse.
or mis-information I would
like to clarify seve;al points:
Medical Insurance doesn't
Required Student Health have to be paid for all at once.
Fee: All students are requir- You may make partial payed to pay a $15 Student Health rnents on a quarterly basis,
~ee at fall and spring registra- Paying $80 per quarter.
tion, and $7.50 for the surn·
mer Term. This pays for six
It is possible to enroll for
free office visits with the tnedical insurance for less
Physician (which would than a year, for example you
0therwise cost $40 per visit).
tnay enroll for the Summer
The 7th visit and all visits Term only (from June 2, 1991
th_ereafter cost $3 per visit.
to August 17, 1991.
Discounts on X-rays (15%),
lab fees, and medications. (If
Medical Insurance covers
a student has medical insur· the basic medical plan has a

$100 deductible and pays a
maximum of $20,000 in benefits. It provides for in-pati-.
ent and out-patient coverage.
In-patient coverage requires
pre-certification and pays
80% of "usual and cutomary"
treatment, includes intensive
care and surgery, among other services.
Out-patient coverage pays
80% of "usual and customary"
treatment and 90% for "day"
surgery. In.addition, there is
80% coverage for ambulance
service. It is important to note
that hospitals will not admit
patients who aren't insured
unless it is a life-threatening
situation. For complete coverage information, you can
get a copy of the medical plan
brochure
at
the
Owens-Franklin Health Cent-

er.
If you think you are covered
by your parents' insurance,
please check with them to
make sure. Have them check
as well; some policies discontinue coverage for children
after the age of 19.

This is too important not to
act upon. If you are a working
student, consider setting
aside as portion ofyour salary
in order to make the quarterly payments for medical insurance.
I speak to the entire Prairie
View family when I say that
we are concerned about our
students' quality of life as
well as academic progress.
Part of your quality of life is
definitely have adequate
medical insurance.
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KEV DATES

April 17
Social Work & Sociology
Department Career Day
April 18
Black Engineers Banquet
(for more information, call (409)
2040 or 2360)

Countdown

The Work Force in the Year 2000:
According to Newsweek, in the year 2000 the American
wo_rk force will be 12% Black, 11% Hispanic, 8%
Asian-American and 43% female leaving white males in
the minority.

Megawatts:

.

Luxuries of a Ship:

..

One second of the Sun's energy 1_5 13 million times the
annual mean electrical consumption of the United

The lee or sheltered side of a ship, comes from an
Anglo-Saxon word referring to the side of a shed that
was out of the wind, where a laborer would take his
lunch.

States.

PEOPLE

BRIEFLY
Finley to Visit Campus

Dr. Arlington L Finley, research scientist for Philip
Morris, U.S.A, will visit the Prairie View A&M University
campusn on April 8-9 to meet with students and faculty in
the department of Biology. Finley will present a seminar on
Monday, April 8 from 3:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m. in the Harrington
Science Building, Room 107. His visit is sponsored by the
Black Executive ~xchange Program and the Department of
Biology.
Finley received a B.S. in chemistry for Tougaloo College
and his Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry (solid state) from
Brown University, In addition, he has studied at Harvard
University and M.I.T.
After teaching at Pennsylvania State University, Tougaloo
College and Brown University, Finley workea for Dow
Chemical, U.S.A as a project leader in the Central Research
Inorganic Laboratory. He has worked for Philip Morris,
U.S.A. since 1984. As a research scientist, he is responsible
for new product research related to filters for cigarettes and
for other devices.
A member of numerous professional organizations, Finley has also received many honors. He was voted one of the
Outstanding Young Men of America in 1977 and 1983, and he
was a member of the National Research Council's Graduate
Fellowship Evaluation Panel for Chemistry.

Sinbad, will be at Prairie View A&M
University, April 20, 1991, 8:00 p.m.,
in the University Fieldhouse for the
Special Spring Concert . The concert is
featuring "Sinbab's - Share 'The
DreamTour". Sinbad would like his
name to become known for being a
literary legend that symbolizes
strength, adventure and optill\ism and
is what he strives for. As the star of
the hit 'IV show "A Different World"
and the regular host on "Showtime at
the Apollo" Sinbad believes life is not
serious and we must learn to laugh at
ourselves.

•••
On Friday, 22 March 1991,
Midshipmen Gary A. Rogeness was
sleeted to the navy nuclear Power in
June 1991. The interview was held in
Washington D.C. and culminated in
the award ing of $4,000 program
entrance stipend. Rogeness is

14

More days until
the
6th annual
Mr, PVAMU pageant.

Diana Fallis, former news an~hor
,professor, editor and co-publtsher of
the Houston News pages was honored
along with 25 other Enterpreneurs of
the Year by the Association of the
Urban Woman Enterpreneurs. The
ceremony was held on Marc~ 14,_ 1991
recognizing her for her contnbutions
in cusutomer services through
Houston.Newspages.

•••
Slnbltd , In conc,ert Aprll 20, In tlv Unlft!Wity Feild hoUN

the 3rd nuclear power selectee ('84, '87, '91)
from the NROTC Prairie View View A&M
Unit in its 22 Year History. His Hometown is
Forest City, Iowa. Minn Rogenes.s is also the
Spring 1991 Midshipman Battaljion
Commander.

■1111

Dr. JoeCherry, head of the of the
Department of Botany and
Microbiology at Aubrn University,
will visit the Prairie View A&M
University April 15-16. Sponsored
by the Federation of American
Societies of Experimental Biology,
Cherry's visit will include a research
seminar Monday, April 15 at 3 p.m.
in Room 102 of the Harrington
Science Building. His research has
concerned biochemical regulation of
growth and development

Classic Dance Ensemble To Perform

The Classic Dance Ensemble at Prairie View A&M
University will perform its First Annual Dance Concert
April 9 at 7:30 p.m. in Hobart Taylor Auditorium. Titled, "A
Message to the People," the concert will feature several
styles of dance, forrt? gospel and African to jazz ~nd modern.
In addition there w11I be J)erformances by Infinity, Marquee
the Band, ~nd Jolie LYnn McKee\.
According to Jennifer Adams, Who founded the company
two years ago with Bongi Si thole, the concert is a fundraiser
for a tour to the Black College Exchange in Atlanta on April
11-14. Other members of the ensemble are Sonya Henriques,
Sherill Hilton, Tia Simmons, Morenike Efuntade, Kathryn
Hayes, Karsha Kirkendall, and Michelle Neely.
Resident choreographer is Kenneth Epting and guest
choreographer is Sfleresse Campbell.
The ensemble has performed on campus and in Houston,
College Station Tennessee and North Carolina.
For more information, call director Jennifer Adams at
409/857-5114 or faculty advisor Paula Williams at 409/8572440.
Palmer To Appear On Star Search

Mary Ann Palmer, former Miss Prairie View A&M University (1989),
. on "Star Search" on Channel 20 in the
Houston area on Saturday, April 6 at lOp.m.
The theatre arts/drama senior was also a talent finalist at
Willie Nelson's Nightlife in Houston and has made numerous other appearances, including: Johnny High Country
Music Review; Marla's (Gibbs) Memory Lane; Starmania
Talent Showcase; Conroe, Texas Hoe Down Country Showcase; the Pepper Mill; the Westin Oaks; the Austin and
Waller County Fairs; and many campus performances.
Palmer has also performed in Ghana, Togo, and Ivory Coast,
Africa.
In addition to her Miss PVAMU honor, Palmer also won
Miss Collegiate African- American (1990-91), 4th Runner-up
in the 1989 Miss Black College Alumni Hall of Fame Pageant,
and was a contestant in the 1989 Miss Texas Scholarship
Pageant.

Campus AU-Star Challenge Sectional Play-OffsCatnpus All-

Star Challe~ge sponsored by American Honda Motor Co.,
Inc:, and_mc.=ellad after the award winning College Bowl,
which aired for over 25 years, is the first academic
comp~tition b~tween Historically Black Colleges and Universities. In this, the second year ofcompetition, CampusAllStar Challenge features teams from 64 Historically Black
Colleges and Universities in competition for monetary
grants to upgrade campus facilities and resources. The
prog_ram involves over 5000 students, staff, faculty, and
administrators of participating institutions.

Booker Receives Reading Association Award

Dr. Clarissa G. Booker, associate professor of reading and
advisor to the Prairie View A&M University Reading
Council, received on behalf of the council a 10th anniversary
award from the International Reading Association (IRA).
Dr. Eren Johnson, state coordinator for the Texas State
Reading Association, presented the award to Booker at the
19th Southwest IRA Reading Conference in Dallas.
"One of the cornerstones of IRA is the more than 1,200
councils--the vital network of professionals dedicated to
improving reading instruction and to promoting literacy
worldwide," said IRA representative Joan M. Irwin in a
letter to PVAMU Reading Council President Demi ta Mason.

15 A fashion show - "Deep in the Soul of Texas",
featuring black desi~er of Texas and around.

16 University Student?Faculty Talent Show Contest
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. University Fieldhouse.
17 "F?reign Language Day" opening with Dr. Pedro
Oltver, 8:30 a.m., Coleman Library Public Library
Public Events Room.

Peer Counselor's Olympic Games - All day
Memorial Center Field
International Food Fair at 12:00 noon, New
Classroom Rm 101
Century II Book Review _TBA
6:00 p.m. Memorial Center Ballroom
Dating Grune, New couples _Free Admission

18 Young Romantics presents "The Color Purple:
The Book vs the Film" a panel discussion, 4:00
p.m., Coleman Library Public Events Room
"Visions of Stardom"
Showcase featuring PV's Rising Stars in
Concert, 7:00 p.m., University Feildhouse
Peer Counselor's Olympic Games (continued)
Spring ~l<><:k Party - MSc parking Lot area 9:00 12:00 midnight
19 CSO Step Show 8:00 p.rn.

Peer conselor's Olymic Games Finals (TBA)
Spring :8lock Party - MSc Parking Lot Area
Immediately Following l:()() a.m.
Special Spring Concen £

.

"SINBAD" S . SHAREe!tHuoEnDgREAM
TOUR"
8·00
'
F'
' p.m., UniveritrY
ieldhouse, $5.00 with ID 10 00
General Admi~ion
$ ·
General Dance immediately following - 2:00 a.m.
Peer Counselor's Olympic Finals (TBA)

15-20 SPRING FEST WEEK (TBA)
17 Brass Ensemble Concert (HTRH) TBA
17 CAB Cinema: "Arachnophophia" (Harrington Science Rm. 122)p.m.
20 Pee's Vee's Night Club Alumni Hall, West Wing) 9:00 - 1:00 a.m.
21 'Chapel Service. AFC 10:45 a_m.
21 Annual Military Ball (Houston, Tx.)
21 University Chior Concert (HTRH) TBA
21 CAB Cinema: "Arachnophopbia" (Harr. Sci. Rm.122) 8:00 p.m.
21-27 STUDENT LIFE RECOGNITION WEEK
23 Kappa Delta Pi Meeting (Alumni Hall, President's Dining Hall) TBA
23 Percussion Ensemble Concert (HTRH) TBA
24 UNIVERSITY SPIRIT AWARDS PROGRAM (HTRH) 6:30p.m.
25 President's Prayer breakfest (Alumni Hall. West Wing) 7:00 p.m.
25 University Dance Concert (HTRH) TBA
26 6th Annual Mr. PYAMU Pageant (HTRH)7:00p.m.
27 Musical Recital - Todd Thomas (HTRH) TBA
28 Pee's and Vee's Night Club (Alumni Hall) 9:00 p.m.
28 CAB Cinema: "Ghost" (Harr. Si. Rm. 122) 8:00 p.m.
28 Chapel Service, AFC 10:45 a.m.
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NSBE convention in L.A. honors 2 Prairie View students
By Roosevelt Huggins
StaffWriter

Twenty-six members of the
Pra~rie View Chapter of the
National Society of Black
Engineers (N.S.B.E.) attended its 17th Annual National
Convention in Los Angel
iflifornia during March ~:
As a part of the conference
the attendees were educated
through various workshops
on leadership qualities, interviewing skills, and graduate
schools.
Convention workshops also

entertained social questions
of Black Male/ Female relationships and If Christianity is
for the African-American.
During the five days the
members were treated to a
wide range of dynamic speakers. One speaker that has to
be noted is Imari Akbar who
discussed the "DuBoisian
conflict,, in the opening session of the conference.
The "DuBoisian conflict" is
the constant struggle between the African side and the
American side that exists in
every African-American as
theorized by W.E.B. DuBois.

The rest of the conference
time was spent with the mern·
hers touring the local attrac·
tions of Beverly Hills, Venice
Beach, and Hollywood.
During the conference, two
Prairie View members reach·
ed significant acheivements.
Kerri Winston, senior chemical engineering major, was
awarded the N.S.B.E. Fellow

StoJ/Writer

Pre-registration for the
Summer and Fall semesters
begins on Monday, April 15.
Students with foresight
will take advantage of this
convenient registration feature in order to dodge the
possible hassles of regular
registration.
Closed classes, changed
schedules, administrative
and fiscal holds are a few of
the factors which can make
registration a nightmare. It
is worth recalling however,
that there was a marked
decline in such problems at
the beginning of the current
semester.
The combined efforts of
the various departments dirInvolved wfth the
registrations can be credited with this achlevemenl
ectly

Onemlghtassume that certain measures were taken ln
an attempt to make the process more efficient. This
was indeed the case according to Ms. Velma Toler,
supervisor of computer
operations at the university»s information systems
department.
Though often overlooked,
this department, located in
the Engineering building, is
particularly important to
the registration process as
well as other computer-related functions across
the campus.
The information systems
department is responsible
for installing the software,
terminals, and printers and
also updating the programs
in conjunction with the
departments of housing,
financial aid, the fiscal
office and the office of
admissions and records.
According to Ms. Toler,
during this past registration
an outline was followed
whereby reports were made

by these various departments as to the information
they would need each day
during registration.
The Information systems
staff would receive these
reports between 5 and 6 p.m.
and begin working to have
the information ready for
the various departments by
8am..

C",mnmenting on the success of the registration,
hardware specialist Daryl
Kemp however explains
that there are certain variables that cannot be predicted such as power outages
and the computer systems
being 'down'.
These problems were absent during this past registration and made the process
easier.
In addltfon, there were
fewer
persons
going
through registrations due to
the large number or students who pre-registered.
According to Kemp, "A lot
of our problems are not
entirely computer problems, there are some process problems such as closed classes and time conflicts. It is the resolution of
these which becomes a
people problem." It is the
solution of these problems
which is time-consuming
and often creates frustration.
Kemp who has been at
Prairie View for some 14
years, began working with
information systems as a student.
recalls the days
He

when registrations were
done manually, and makes
the observation that students see only one portion of
the registration process
without considering the
entire operation.
He adds, "We get blamed
for everything during registration, everybody uses the
computer as a scapegoat,
when the computer is only a
small part of the entire process."
Programmer and Systems
Analyst, Bob Sneider adds
"anything that is in the computer is purely and simply
what someone puts into it!'
Sneider's function involves updating the various programs such as currently
inputting tuition rate changes for the summer session.
He adds that the university spent a half-millfon for a
new student Information system which has been sitting

on the shelves for about five
years.
Consequently, it is yet to
be determined whether this
system would significantly
improve registrations or
serve some other useful
function.
At the present time however, we can only hope that
this semester's registration
began a pattern of continued
improvements. The first
step to ensure the continuance of this trend is for
students to pre-register
when possible, and for those
who attend regular registrations to understand thevariables which are involved in
the process.

NOWOPEN

PV SUDS
COMPARE PRICES & SAVE!
PV SUDS

•Dryer now .50 cent
*Drying time 24 minutes
*More convient hOW"S 8am-9pm

*More convient location
Competitor

*Less convient location with gas expense
• Less drying time

Hempstead, Texas 77445

Home Owned And Community
Conscious

P.O. Box 575
Hempstead, Texas
77445
(409) 826 - 2431
(713) 463 - 7132

GO
PANTHER!!
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Monday thru Fr1day
9:00 a.m . unt11 2:00 p.m .
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<;rnplex Equation: Destiny
urn of Nguzo Saba." Nguzo
Saba is the term used to
represent the seven principles of the African Holiday,

The seven principles of
Nguzo Saba are Umoja (Unity), Kujchagulia (Self-Determination), Ujima (Collective
Work and Responsibility),
Ujamma (Cooperative Economics), Nia (Purpose), Kuumba (Creativity), and Imani
(Faith).
Therefore according to the
conference, our destiny will
be determined on how we
incorporate these pricinples
into our lives.
In reflecting on the conference, senior mechanical
engineer Antony Washington

stated "It was a great experience in being with other
Black students that have
something in common as you
do."
Vice President of P.V. chapter of N.S.B.E., Maurice Ball
described the conference as
"excellent because of the
opportunity to meet students
from all around the country."
President-Elect
Kimberly
Gordon felt of the conference
"It's hard for me to express
how exciting the conference
was and how much I got out of
it in words."

Prairie View's Thirty-seventhannual
SOOD Bonors Convocation recognizesachievers

CITIZENS STATE BANK

The friendship of those
we serve is foundation
of our progress.

The theme of the 17th Annual Convention was "Solving a

for her academic excellence, Kwanzaa.
leadership, and commitment
Kwanzaa is a Kiswahili
to the growth ofN.S.B.E.
Word which means "the freshJunior electrical engineer- fruits of the harvest" and is
ing major Brandon Taylor celebrated from December
was elected Black Entrepren- 26 to January 1 of each year.

Pre-Registration coming
By Roland Lemonlus

;!ial Chairperson for Region
ive which encompasses
over thirty chapters at respective Universities and colleges.

' ~
_!'.

Monday thru Friday

Automated Teller Machine
24 Hours a Day - Seven Days a Week

llyNlcole Dyson

Stqq'Writer

Prairie View A & M University held its Thirty-Seventh
Annual Honors Convocation
in the University Field House
on March 26. There was a
large turnout of the student
body as well as parents and
friends of the honorees.
Dr. Andrew F. Brimmer, the

first black appointed to serve
on the Board of Governors for
the Federal Reserve System,

was the speaker for the occasion.
He spoke about the recent

failure of the Freedom Bark
In Harlem. He pointed out that
the FDIC was negligent in its
haste to minimize its losses
and pay off depositors. He
said, "Their moves cost the
Harlem commum•ty hund reds
of millions of dollars!'
Brimmer talked about the
reasons for the establishment
of black banks. It offered black
businesses and black communities financial institutions that would be of service
to them while meeting their
needs.
He concluded by saying, "It
is neccesary to conduct your

•
affairs very carefully, but you
~hould always do so by sho, mg g_reat concern fo~ th~ commu~ity you are serving.
Mirlshipn,an ~ary A Ro~eness was recognized
for bemg
.
se)P,.ted for the Naval
Nuclear Power Program.
Rogeness was awarded an
er;;,rance stipend of $4.000.00
President Becton addressed the group and recognized
the students being honore _,
for their excellence in academics. In conclusion he stated, "Prairie View is alive and
well. '

Beta Kappa Chi and Pi Mu Epsilon
honor PV students
lylvalyaPal&enoa

er honor students as well as

s
The Beta Kappa Chi Chapter at Prairie View A&M University held their annual banquet on March 26, 1991 in the
west wing of Alumni Hall.
Beta Kappa Chi and Pi Mu
Epsilon are a part of our
Honor Society Programs.
This event honored all form-

new ones and the audience
was entertained by jazz mus

of

various

types.

The speaker for the evening was President Julius W.
Becton. After Becton spoke,
the initiates were awarded
their certificates for both
Beta Kappa Chi and Pi Mu
Epsilon.

Celebrate Health ·
April 15-17
with
The Owen-Franklin Health Center

List of Events:
Monday, 15 - Free Blood Pressure check,
Mammography Screening for breast
cancer this service will cost only $60.00
which is only half the normal price. Ladies
wishing to make an appointment call
857-2511 or FEMCHEC 1-800-888-0978.
(Cash, Check, Visa, or MC accepted)
Tuesday 16- Free Blood Pressure Check,
Cholestr~I Screening $10, Glucose Test
$5, and Raffle to win a COLOR TV at
Alumni Hall.

Wednesday, 17- Free Blood Pressure
check Glucose Test $5, Cholestrol
Scree~ing $10, also there will be films
shown throughout the day.
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LIFESTYLES
Deep in
the soul

Ninth Annual Bodybuilding Extravaganza

of Texas

By Michelle Johnson
Lifestyles Editor

By Charisse Galloway
Newsweek Editor

The Nineth Annual BodSpring Fest 1991 will begin
ybuilding
Extravaganza was
its activities with a fashion
show entitled "Deep in the more than mere exploitation
Soul of Texas" to be held of the physical body, it was
"Body Art: Sculpturing MusApril 15 at 7:00 p.m ..
Marion Adele Marshall, the cularity". The Bodybuilding
coordinator of the show, is a Extravaganza brought forth
professional
woman's seven of the best bodies of
apparel designer and instruc- both female and male contestants.
tor at PVAMU.
Mrs. Marshall has received
In the female division were
tremendous exposure at the
Dallas Apparel Mart and has Theresa Ford and Regina
sold many of her designer Dixon both ladies exemplificlothes to major department ed fit bodies and good routines. The ladies had to show
stores and boutiques.
the
judges through compulsoShe encourages her stury
poses
and individual routdents to learn how to plan a
ines
that
this contest was
fashion show from start to
more
than
just pretty swimfinish and this professional
suit,
but
fit
and muscle-tight
show will serve as a hands-on
learning experience for her
students.
Some of the designers in
the fashion show are: Andre
Terry,
Austin,
Caroline
Simpson, Dallas; Eric Fleming;
Belinda
Johnson,
Arlington;
Kim
Dillard, By Karen-Deon Cathey
Houston; Cynthia Padilla, StaJ!Writer
Dallas; Darrell Thomas, Dallas; Donna Joe, Houston; JonMusic and drama filled
quil, Dallas; and student
Hobart
Taylor's Recital Hall
designers Ann 'Sole Sister'
one
evening,
as George
Johnson and Aurelia Branch.
Smith's production of "VisConducting an evening of ions of Sisterhood" gave tribfashion at the helm will be ute to black women in the
Toni Atwood, master of cer- music industry.
emonies.
Mistress of Ceremonies,
De'Andrea Hughes, told the
The Panther,
audience that in the natural
kinship among black women,
the perfect place to
"There is unity, friendship,
advertise.
mutual
respect, and depencall (409) 857 - 2132
dability,
and black women in
.
· music also share a special

bodies.
Ford, the returning charn.
pion proved that it was more
than luck it was hardwork,
determination and a fit body
that makes her Ms Prairie
View of Bodybuilding.
The program provided
entertainment for both the
female and male members of
the audience. First a Martial
Arts Demonstration presented by Mesars J. Jenkins and
his three students. The Classy
Gentlemen provided the audience with dance and cane
twirling. The highlight of the
contest besides announcing
the winners was the guest
posers which consisted of an
Amazon named Brittany Jackson who had the men foaming
and yelling for more as she

displayed her bodybuilding
talents to sensuous music
The women were not quit~
partial to her performance
but as on male remarked t~
his friend, "On a scale of 1 to
10 she was a 15 ! She is fine!"
Well the women had some
equally attractive males to
model. A bodybuilding student f~om Houston-Tillotson
and his coach who proved
that a man over 40 years old
who stays in shape is a beau ti~
ful sight
When the second half began the audience was tired due
to all the excitement they had
watching the guest posers. As
soon as the contestants
appeared on the stage the
women were aroused once

again by all the shapely guys.
They were Jean Coleman
Marcus McDade, Marco Pat:
ton, Kevin Rouse and last
year's winner Rodney Young.
The men catered to the ladies
as the posed down. This night
everyone was a winner, but
one would be Mr Prairie View
of the Bodybuilding contest
Coleman was the fourth runner-up, Patton and Young
were tied for third runnersup, second runner-up was
Rouse and by process of elimination the winner was Marcus McDade of Houston.
The audience were surprised at some of the judging, but
the women were happy that
someone as well- built as
McDade carries the Mr
Prairie View Bodybuilding
title for 1991-1992.

Divas of the nineties express themselves in talent showcase
sisterhood."
It was common knowledge
that this special sisterhood
was made up of Billie Holiday," with her essence of
cool", Ethel Waters, "sexy
bumps and grinds" and "The
Mother of Blues", Ma Rainey.
Before the night was over it
was clear that Prairie View
had its own divas of the music
industry.
Miss PVAMU, Jolie McKee!
1990-1991 was our diva of jazz.
She entertained us with her
flute solo of Luther Vandross'
"Give Me The Reason"
Theater major, Camille Sne,

Runyourown
companyat 26,
We '::-e looking for a few good college students and graduates who
can fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tall order.
It means leading other .\1arines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
Ifyou thinkyou·re a r"a/companyman, see your
Marine Corps Officer Selecu-.., Officer for detail~.

+
(#"

ed, did a clramatic interpreta- musics' "One Moment - In
tion of an original piece entit- Time", "The Greatest Love Of
led "I Did."
All", and as a tribute to the
To represent country wes- U.S. troops, "From A Disttern music, Miss PVAMU ance".
Mary Ann Palmer 1989-1990
And Greg Stewart, the
sang "Somebody Should
divas' musical counterpart,
Leave"; the group Infinity sang Johnny Gill's "Giving My
(Tl,~resa Scott, Tonya Hall, All To You" as a salute to
Regma Rogers, and Johar ladies, not only in music, but
Humbles)
sung
Lal ah ladies in all professions.
Hathaway's "Baby Don't
Cry", Marvin Gaye's "Let's
To top the evening, the recGet It On" and Natalie Cole's ently crowned Miss PVAMU,
"I Can't Stay Away" which Elizabeth Vaughn sang "I Can
were great examples ofurban Make It" as a dedication to al1
contemporary music and Lit- black females in association
tle Miss South Texas 1990, ten- with their bind and togetherear-old Joy Deaver sane: non ness in sisterhood.

Need Professional Help
with Computers
or Term Papers?
Single Source Computer Service is the
answer
We Tutor & Support DOS, Windows & Macintosh

Mr. PVAMU
Scholarship
Pageant
By Nicole Dyson

StaJ!Writer

"A Knight in Shining
Armour" is the theme of the
1991 Mr Prairie View A & M
Scholarship Pageant
The
pageant will be held on Frid~y
April 26, 1991 at 7:00 p.m. m
the Hobart-Taylor Recital
Hall.
The coordinator and Chairperson for the event is Roger
Taylor. The participants in
the pageant ·a re Deosick Burney, Remone Durham, Hoi
Ellis, Jerry Lachapelle, Mark
Stephens and Todd Thomas.
The pageant will consist of
four categories, with the
crowning of Mr Pairie View at
the culmination of the evenings festivities. The areas of
judgement for each contestant
will consist of a talent segment, formal wear, swim suit,
and a character wear segment
in which each contestant will
model an ensemble which
best expresses their individual personalities.
One contestant said, " This
pageant is important because
it allows black men to get some
positive publicity instead of
the negative propaganda that
we usually see and since it is a
scholarship pageant, it helps
black men pursue higher
education."
The event will feature live
music performed by Marquee.
There will also be performances by Tre' Essence and the
Classic Dance Ensemble. Mr
and Miss Prairie View A & M
1990, Frankie Hallum and
Jolie McKeel will also be on
hand for the occassion, as well
as-the 1991 Miss Prairie View,
Elizabeth Vaughn.

Third annual
Peer Counselor
Olympics
By Charisse Galloway
Newsweek Editor

The University Peer Counselors will hold their third annual Peer Counselor Olympics
during Spring Fest April 1720.

The theme for this spring's
event, "Wacky Olympics", sugwe also provide: Custom Programing, New User
gests that this year the olymsystem set up, Computer Repairs , Upgrading
pics will be conducted with a
bit of a twist.
and a Full Drafting Service.
The events that will take
place
over a 4 day period are:
For the Professional Term Paper call us to
the mystery stack, the bat
Proofread and Type all Term Papers.
race, javelin, shot put,
scavenger hunt, relay race
Business Hours:
long jump, volleyball, bas~
Mon-Sat.
ketball, tug of war, waterballoon toss and sack race.
8AM-8PM
Peer Counselor President
sun
PHONE NUMBER:
Kevin
Dingle and Vice Presi11AM-8PM
(409)372-9700 dent Adrienne Henderson
suggest that team size will be
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , left to the discretion of the
organization's choice, but the
team must be co-ed.
" There is a ten member per
team event" limit.
For
example ten members of an
?rganization may participate
m the tug of war, while another ten memers of the same
team can run the relay race.
Ho~e~er, the olYmpics is
not hm1ted to the involvement of organizations only
Students who would 1.k t.
specializing in New & Used Tires form. .their own tearnsI ecano
Part ic1pate as well
Awards will b · .
individuals and e given to
team Winner.
an overall

DAY &SONS

ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES: $22356 to $28065
ALL TRAINING TAKES PLACE DURING THE SUMMER
LAW PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

FULL SERVICE TEXACO

REQUIREMENTS:

(1) BE A COLLEGE STUDENT CARRYING 12 OR MORE SEMESTER
HOURS
(2) POSSESS A CUMULATIVE GPA OF 2.0 OR HIGHER
(3) RECEIVE A QUALIFYING SCORE ON THE ARMED SERVICES
VOCATIONAL APTITUDE BATTERY (ASVAB) OR A MINIMUM
ACT SCORE OF 45 (COMBINED MATH/VERBAL) OR AN SAT
SCORE OF 1000
(4) HAVE VISION CORRECTABLE TO 20/20 IN BOTH EYES

*Ask

about our student discounts*

(5) BE IN EXCELLENT PHYSICAL CONDITION
GALL COLLECT 1 846-9036

•

Jff·relookingfora fewgoodmen.

PLEASE REMEMBER DRIVE SAFE!
Location:

HwY 2 90 at 3rd st.

in Hern stead

Phone Number
(409)826-3601 ...

tp\1'
~ :

I
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Woolfolk's contributions toPrairie View
By Kerri Marshall
StaJfWriter

Woolfolk is a graduatt 0 .f
lege'," and,"The Free Negro
in Texas, 1863-1860" (For the Municipal College in the ~lMexican
American Historical versity of Louisville where e
Some of the knowledge that
Review, University of Califor- •received a bachelo: of 9
has ~elped shape Prairie nia at Santa Barbara), Uni- degree in history in 1 :
Vi~w into a recognized, hist- versity Microfilm Internation- Later.he studied at Ohio
orically black university is
State University for a mast~r
encompassed in the mind of al, 1976, and "Publications of arts degree in histor)' ~n
from the First 75 Years, 1876~ducator, writer and histor- 1951", Texas A&M College 1938. He received his Ph,D,in
ian, Dr. George Ruble Wool- Press (1951), in celebration of history at the University of
folk, (Ret) professor of Histhe 75th anniversary of the
tory and chairman of the Soci- founding of Prairie View Wisconsin-Madison in 1.9~7
al Science Division.
Agricultural and Mechanical before he serving Prau:ie
John B. Coleman Library College.)
View A&M University as hispossesses a number of books
tory professor.
Woolfolk wrote including·
Woolfolk's philosophy is
Some institutional respon"Pra!rie View: A Study i~ based upon christian belief sibilities Woolfolk performed
Public
Conscience and the christian doctrine, while at Prairie View were:
1878-1946," The Pageant "Thou shall love thy God ... Institutional Historian; ComPress, New York, N.Y., 1962, and thy neighbor as thy self." munication:
Radio-Televi(Honorable Mention, Pageant Woolfolk has been able to sion (Chair); Institutional
~ress Best Book Award, 1963.) instill this philosphy in his Research: Education ConferCelebrating the 100th Aniv- everyday life with dignity and ence 1950-1966 (Chair), The
ersary of the 'Land Grant Col- hard work.
State Executive Committee,

~r,:s

the Prairie View Interscholastic League of Texas (Coordinator of Literary Events);
Objectives: (Chair), University Textbooks (Chair).
In 1984 Woolfolk was voted
by the Regents of the Texas
A&M University System,
Emeritus (retired from active
duty but retaining honorary
title) Professor of History and
Chairman of The Social Science Division at Prairie View
A&M University.
Woolfolk resides in Prairie
View and maintains an office
in
the
Owens-Franklin
Health Center.

Prof. Woolfolk is presently
working on another book
entitled, "Industrial Revolution on the Texas Frontier."

Swim suit review: The heat is on
By Michelle Johnson
Lifestyles Editor

The heat was on in the MSC
building as the swimsuit contest sponsored by The Panther Club (all athletic teams) got
under way. With standing
room only the male and female contestants modeled and
danced to a screaming crowd.

were named the three finalis-

ts. Only the strong and the
shapely would survive this
ApoUo like crowd and Kenya
Tiller perservered as she
won the swimsuit contest
The first and second runnersup were Charlette Stewart
and Teresa Ford.

If one used an adjective to
describe
the female contestEight women in various bikants
it
would
be hot and if one
inis, not only fogged the windows of the ballroom, but used an adjective or a prethey threw the male harm- positional phrase to describe
ones out ofwack as they entic- the male contestants it would
ed the men with body move- definitely be on fire.
Before the men approachments.
ed the stage, most of the female audience were hyped and
Some of · the contestants ready
to be entertained. The
didn't have a chance because
first
contestant
with
the audience had no mercy. the ladies, whichflirted
proves
that
Teresa Ford, Charlette Stewa
leopard
doesn't
change
his
art, Kenya Tiller and won
spot.
There
were
two
groups
favor with the crowd as they

of duet male models who dazzled the ladies out of there
seats. These men must have
had the 'right stuff because
the women were gasping for
air.
Cedric Gilder, Caleb Roberts and Aaron "Snoopy"
Salsman flirted their way to
the finals, but only one would
win. When the drum roll came
to an end Aaron "Snoopy''
Salsman came out as the winner, Cedric and Caleb received second and third place
respectively.
The crowd seemed to be
pleased as they filed out of the
MSC ballroom. The ladies
were still remarking about the
menastheywaltedju~tj:.o eta
closer look at Salsm ,
r
and Roberts. The men were
just chillin' with the ladies as
the music "Let's Get It On"
played in their minds.

The Panther Club put together an entertaining group
of contestants for both the
male and female audience.
First
place
contestants
received 50 dollars, second
place 15 dollars and third
place received a ticket to a
three day beach trip sponsored by the Panther Club with
free meals.

Photo Coartny of Univffllty hleue

Dr. George Ruble Woolfolk

T.A.T.
AUTOMOTIVE
"Your One Stop Auto Shop"
ENGINES REBUILT - TRANSMISSIONS · TUNE UPS - BRAKES - ETC

CUSTOM BUILT EXHAUST SYSTEMS

CALL OR COME BY
F.M. 1488
HEMPSTEAD

(409) 826-611 0/826-6131
NIGHTS 826,3998

24 HR WRECKER SERVICE

This years swimsuit competition marked the 10th year
of providing good entertainment for PV. The Panther
Club's sponsor is coach Gilliard. The Panther Club also
has sponsored the 800m relay
trophies at the PV relays this
~

The Panther Club'

objective is to help add funds
to the athletic department as
well as add to the student life
on campus through athletics
and fundraisers.
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PV students inspired by Radio Conference in.N ew Orleans
Caroline Jones
StaJfWriter

With the talents of Basis,
Marquee the Band, Tre Essence, Infinity, and several other PV musical groups, talent
at PV has become a dormroom word. PV students and
faculty attended the Black
Radio Exclusive Conference
at the Sheraton Hotel in New
Orleans on April 3 - 7. Those
attending were Visions of
Stardom Producer, George
Smith, and Music Director
and Marquee the Band member, Allison Tucker, as well as
KPVU staff members Lori
Gray, Larry Coleman and
Carol Campbell.

CORRECTION!!
In the March 29 issue,
The Panther ran an article
about the sculpture
located in front of the
new gym on Prairie
View's campus. In the
article, it was stated that
students built the
sculpture. They did not.
The drawings from
which the sculpture was
built was drawn by
students. The sculpture
was built by JHW
General contracters.

invest in People
'Jhe countt"i.es
greatest resource

The purpose of the confer- ofthe music industry. Panelisence was to educate aspiring ts for this workshop were
a1tists and up and coming Anita Baker, Steven V. Barns
entrepenuers on success in from "In Living Color," singer
the record industry. There Vanessa Williams, the musiwere daily seminars on differ- cal group, The Boys, singer
ent topics pertaining to the Pebbles, Jeffrey M. Turner of
record industry.
Turner and Irvine, Inc., mem"All of the seminars were ber of the singing group, Midvery interesting and informa- night Starr Jeffrey Cooper
tive, but there was one par- and producers and recording
ticular seminar that really artists LA Reid and Babcaught my attention," said yface.
George Smith about the semiOther topics covered at the
nar conducted by recording
seminar
were how to choose a
artist, Anita Baker. It was
titled "Take Care of Your good entertainment laWYer,
much
commission
Own Business."
Baker's how
objective was to give back to should a manager make,
the community some of her terms and conditions of manexperiences and knowledge agement contracts. record

contracts and royalties, and
selecting a good, personal
manager.
Smith said the knowledge
from this trip will enlighten
and enhance students who
are aspiring artists and producers. Smith plans to add his
new insights into the next
Visions of Stardom production.
other recording artists who
attended were Oaktown's
3.5.7, B. Angie B., Tevin
Campbell, Shaunice Wilson,
The Rude Boys, High-5, Color
Me Blind, Gerald Levert,
Troop, Another Bad Creation,
Sweet Obsession, Boys to
Men, Tone Loe, and Sheila E.

.------------------------7

USED AUTO PARTS
GUARANTEED
AT
MIKE'S AUTO PARTS
HWY 290 EAST
RIGHT BEFORE
HEMPSTEAD
(409) 826 - 8825
WE INSTALL WHAT WE SELL
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· (HEMPSTEAD)
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Limit: One ccupon per customer per visit.
Nol good in cC11 ,1bination with any other offer.
otter E.<pires April 30. 1991
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Comp - U - Count
s'Ji11- Services
~
:
1116 Austin St.
r~-~ Hempstead, Tx. 77445
826-2491

.Computer Systems custom designed
• Software installion, Sales and Training
• Individualized Resumes prepared
• Comf]uter Supplies
• Notary

Small Business needs are our specialty
• Do you need something typed,
bookkeeping or t~es done?
• What about that paper for school?
Does it need to be typed?
ALSO AVAILABLE

1>ublic Fax 409-826-2492

One Stop for Western Union
If you don't know where to find It, call us wv
will help you.
If there's a business service you need we
probably have It available.

Open Monday
tliru Saturday
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Quality graduates at Prairie View A&M
ByDr. Haku lsranl
Dean of the College of Aplied Sci-

ence
& Engineering Technology

When we buy a product,
whether it is a car or facial
tissue, we look for good quality at a right price. For a
university, the product is its
graduate. Companies come to
hire them. They want a quality product Iftheydon'tgetit,
they do what you and I do,
take their business somewhere else.
How can a university insure that it is producing quality graduates? There are
many ways to check it
First is accreditation of a
degree program. An accred-

itation represents a peer
review. It puts an ACCEPTA·
BLE QUALITY stamp on the
program. If national accreditation for a program is available, the university must
always prepare and go for it
When a program is accredited, its quality can't be easily
questioned.
The College of Applied Science and Engineering Technology has done everything
possible to get its programs
accredited by the national
accreditation agencies. Our
two Engineering Technology
programs, Computer Engineering
Technology
and
Electrical Engineering Technology, were accredited last

ATTENTION SORORITY MEMBERS!!!
To learn how you may obtain our stereo surround sound a~don material FREE after rebate, please enclose $3.00 for this
limited time offer EXCLUSIVELY authorized for sorority
sisters ONLY.
Name- - - - - - - Address_ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State._ _ _.Zip_ _ __

LWR ENTERPRISES
Home-Based and Operateed Ventures
#304 FM 1098 Rd.
P.O. Box 132
Prairie View, Texas
77446-0132

year. Although these programs were implemented in
1983 and 1984 respectively
their full implementatio~
didn't occur until their laboratories were available in
Fall 1987. These programs
were accredited within four
years of their full implementation; normally it takes ten to
fifteen years for a program to
fully develop and get accredited. Just to bring the importance of the preceding statement in a proper perspective
it may be worth mentioning
that the technology programs
were implemented by the
Texas Southern University in
1973.
They are still not
accredited. The University of
Houston-Downtown implemented its Structure Technology and Electrical Technology programs in 1980 and 1983
respectively. They are also
not accredited. In view of
these, getting accreditation
for the above two programs
was certainly remarkable
and obviously demonstrates a
high quality of these programs.
During the last three years,
in addition to these two engineering technology programs,
the college of Applied Sciences and Engineering Technology has received national
accreditations for many other

programs. All the programs in
the Department of Home
Economics
were
fully
accredited by the American
}{orne Economics Associat1on, and the Human Nutrition and Food program received a ten year approval from
the
American
Dietetic
,Association. The Computer
Science program will have an
accreditation visit from the
eomputer Sciences Accreditation Board during the 19911992 academic year; the current Computer Science curriculum is only four years old.
Accreditation from a national accredtiation agency is the
first and the most important
indicator of a quality of a
program. The second indicator is the national or state
examinations which graduates of some programs can
or must pass. Such examinations are given for many fields
such as nursing (NCLEX), law
(state bar examination),
engineering (FE examination, formaly called EIT examination), education (NTE or
EXCAT)etc.
The third indicator of quality is the feed back from the
former graduates and their
employers. They are the final
judges of the quality of a
program. If they are not
satisfied, the quality can't be

excellent no matter what
faculty and administration
may think. Every university
must periodically conduct a
satisfaction level survey of its
graduates and their employers.
Although there are many
other indicators of quality of
a program, the above three
are the most important High
quality always demands a
high price in terms of planning,
dedication,
and
hardwork Higher the quality, more of these is required.
Without them, quality can
never be achieved. Accreditation of a program never
comes easy.
It may be recalled that last
year former Lt Gov. Hobby
had questioned the quality of
the programs offered by the
Texas Southern University.
He had even suggested closure of TSU. If most of TSU
programs had been accredited by their respective accreditation agencies and most of
the graduates passing the national or state examinations,
could he have questioned the
quality of its programs?
Absolutely no way.
These is no greater disservice a teacher can do to his
students than to give them a
poor qaulity education. As
Carol Berry, Editor-in-chief,

For All Your Jewelry needs
I

Pattirl'

ONE WEEK SPECIAL!

fin£ jewelry &- gifts
Custom 0esign &- :Repair

Buy Any 2 Pentel Pencils -

cet a Pack of 12 Pentel Leads
#LSO BP or L100 BP

ladies fashions,
handbags, & accessories

4@
• Graphlet • Quicker Clicker
• Twist Erase • Sharp • Sharplet

Your guide to diamond value.

1144 Austin
Hempstead Texas
(409) 826 - 8227

j

Member
_, Jewelers of America, Inc

observed in the
March 29 issue, "Academic
excellence is something that
stays with the student f?r the
rest of his life... Catering to
mediocrity in a university
will only hurt the student
later in life." A person who
cheats someone in money,
cheats him only once. A teacher who cheats his students in
knowledge, cheats them
forever.
In the last six years, the
physical facilities at the
Prairie View A&M University
have vastly improved. We
have one of the most beautiful
campuses in the state of
Texas. In ultimate analysis,
we wouldn't be judged by the
landscaping or buildings on
this campus. We would be
judged on one and only one
thing - i.e the quality of our
graduates. That is the litmus
test If we fall in this test,
nothing else matters. Let us
always keep in mind - quality
is the key to making this university great

The Panther

Faculty Research
Credit
By Penny L Williams
Asst. Professor of Communication
Dept.

Now that Prairie View's
financial problems have been
wrapped into a neat package
by TAMU System's deputy
chancellor for finance and
administration (see editorial,
Houston Chronicle, April 5,
1991), it's time other important problems be addressed
that will enable this university to move toward the continued academic progress
Mr. Davis foresees.
One very important issue
that should be acted upon
immediately by our president
is the inclusion of research
credit hours for faculty
workloads so that Prairie
View can become an institution of the first cl~ss as was
recently mandated by the
state legislature.
There are several reasons
whythis issue should be handled by the president, the primary one being that the president is uniquely responsible
for the whole institution.
continued,on page 7
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VIEWPOINTS

Sexual harrassment of women on PV's campus
:F1tOM.TH,:E

'.ED'LTOR
By Carol Beny

Editor-in-Chief

1 had a talk With President
Becton concerning the ans~ers _to the "Speak Out" question m the last issue of The
Panther. The question was
"Is there anything the admin:
istration can do to stop date
rape on campus?" The answers were all pretty much the
same · increase security.
President Becton does not
think that increased security
on campus will help solve the
problem. I tend to agree with
him.

Increased security might
remove a symptom, but the
disease itself remains unaltered. The symptom is violent
sexual acts against women.
The disease is the general
attitude of disrespect for
women. In order to decrease
the instances of rape, date
rape, and sexual harrassment on campus, the level of
respect for women has to
increase.
The question then changes
to what can the administration do to change the attitude
toward women. Showing support for women is the only
answer. Becton has told the
student population again and
again that he is on the side of
the women in the issue of
rape. Well, apparently, talk is

not enough. You can talk and
talk until you are blue in the
face, but if you never show
action to back your words, no
one will ever get the message.
There needs to be visible
and abundant proof that the
administration is in support
of the victim, not of the rapist.
As it stands, there is a lot of
talk in favor of the victim, but
until there is proof of that
support, neither the rapist
nor the victim will believe
that the administration - for
students, the absolute authority - really cares either way.
The rapists will go on raping,
and the victims will conttnut
to suffer. Many rape cases go
unreported and the victims
are still suffering. They never
will report the rape unless

the

WI Y can be shown that they
ed ll not be the ones prosecut-

. If the administration
would put actions to their
whords, then something might
c ange,
In a conversation I had with
the President, he said that he
really didn't think there was
~llything else the administraon could do to discourage
men from raping women. I
spent the last two weeks
~ing to develop viable ideas
at rnlght help. First, I
thought of putting together a
twenty.four hour rape crisis
hotline. While in highsehool,
I Worked on such a hotline. Tt
was well advertised, and
Women who had not reported
beingraped often felt comfortable calling the hotline for

support. Eventually, those of
us who worked on the hotline
were able to convince some of
the victims to go to the police.

an's life. How is a woman
supposed to respect herself if
she is constantly reminded
that no one thinks her life is
as
important as the man who
I also think that the adminraped
her?
istration could deter possible
rapist by actively procescutIt is a sorry state of affairs
ing a case themselves. While when people have to fight to
the president talks about how turn a university into a place
he will throw any rapist in where they can respect themjail, the students have not
heard of any case in which selves. Women, I think, want
this has actually happened.
to respect themselves, but
I have often heard it said that is hard to do when you
that part of the problem is are living in an enviroment
that the women do not respect
themselves. Ifthe administra- where you are treated as if
tion is not willing to expell your mental well being is
.rapists from the university, unimportant So long as the
they are giving the impres- administration treats women
sion that the rapist's life is this way, so will the male
more valuable than a worn- students.

Research credit hours beneficial to facuity
ed or undervalued. Without many black professionals
them,
there probably would leave their communities nevcontinued from page 6
be no Prairie View. The fact
This
particular
issue is, however, that the way er to return. Obviously, if one
has agreed to be a part of
requires his leadership these faculty were rewarded Prairie
View, one must feel
because, ultimately, it is the for their success was to place deeply some committment
president who must assert them in administrative positowards serving this communthe vision of what Prairie tions.
ity and does not deserve to be
View is to become.
Scholars at HBCU's should regarded with suspicion or
According to our mission no longer accept this as a mistrust.
statement, Prairie View is means of just compensation
now committed to fostering for our achievements. We
Granted, one can be transresearch on campus. Quality must be able to advance in our formed in the process of
research, it states, is a critical areas of expertise rather becoming a scholar or scienthread that weaves together a than be forced to move into tist but not everyone views
strong faculty, state-of-the- administrative services (or the experience as giving up
art facilities and learning seek outside employment) to their identity for something
opportunities for students, be compensated at a level else.
and relevant service to the equal to our ability and staSome see it as adding to, or
community beyond the cam- tus. Available time to seek out enhancing who they already
grants and conduct research are, developing their full
pus.
potential so they can make •
A second reason is that allows for this.
At the same time, on the contribution on behalf of
there . appears to be some
confusion on the part of other basis of the state's new man- black people or challenge
administrators and faculty as date, a number of faculty injustices.
to what this new mission were invited here expressly
Certainly, Thurgood Marmeans.
because of their research shall didn't become a memOne thing it shouldn't mean background or scholastic ber of the Supreme Court
is that the faculty who were training. The university can- saying it isn't 'a black thang' to
here prior to this new thrust not continue to bring people study law and read contracts,
feel threatened. There con- to it and then tie up their and Dr. Ron Karenga didn't
tinues to be a need for quality hands so they cannot achieve earn two PhD's in support of
teachers like those who per- what the university led them
fected their knowledge and to believe they were needed
skills while Prairie View was todo.
still a teaching institution.
It becomes particularly
Their commitment and frustrating when one hears
hard work cannot be overlook- over and over again how so

th
ity.e notion of white superior- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

I doubt the only benefit the
Slate of Texas gets from
schools like Prairie View and
Texas Southern is shoring up
the education
students
should have received in elementary and high school. We
also provide leadership in
industry and scholarship.
Even so, it cannot be denied
that Prairie View is not as
equally staffed or equipped
or funded as other universities of the first class - such as
Texas A&M or the University
ofTexas.
Prairie View does not have
ijie infrastructure required
ort those faculbr tr
h- '
earch. T,C:l,C:lV
eed for research credit
hours becomes even more
critical. Given the time that
must be spent coordinating
various aspects of a research
project, it is ludricrous to
expect faculty to conduct
research in their spare time if
the resources and support
services are not there.

THE
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SPORTSWEEK
•

NCAA attempts to clean
up college athletics

•

Football team starts spring tra1n1ng

By Roose~elt Huggins

trying to relay to his athletes.
And if facts are proof, then
Coach Beard's philosophy
must be sinking in.

sports Editor

For a long time, the NCAA
as well as the "mass media"
has
concentrated
their
efforts on "cleaning up"
recruiting violations of major
athletics instead of questioning the type of education that
the athletic players received
from those institutions. As
the public mood shifts, there
is a conscious effort to investigate the ethics and graduation rates of "big - time"
athletic programs.
The first step came when
the NCAA formed the Knight
Commission. This commission was responsible for
investigating the causes in
the downfall of athletic integrity and to recommend possible solutions. What were
their findings you may ask?
Its recommendations were
for more presidential control
to clear athletic abuse and
control alumni. Also they
recommended long term contracts for coaches.
The next step was a survey
conducted by USA Today in
which graduation rates of
athletes were determined.
Statistically, in a five year
period from 1984 to 1989,
47.9% of all students who entered college during that time
graduated while 56.1% of all

During the recent practices
of spring football, the average
attendence has been in
excess of seventy people. Out
of this seventy, only 17 are
returners from the 1989 football season. In fact due to
schedule confllcts, eight practices were scheduled at six in
the morning and attended by
most of the players.

pnolO by 0.1111le Ollvollll

By Roosevelt Huggins

Sports Editor

With warmer weather
approaching,
increasingly
there are more students out
and aboul But what we are
failing to notice in our endeavors across campus is a serious activity that is happening
in the Billy J Nicks athletic
complex. This activity is
appropriately called spring
football.
Spring football can easily

be considered as the infancy
stage of the football program.
The person responsible for
molding the football panthers
is Head Coach Ronald Beard.
In a candid interview with
Coach Beard, he possesed
unlimited enthusiasm and
positiveness about the P.V.
football program. Beard stated "Attitude is the key. If you
believe in yourself, you can
accomplish anything." This
is the same attitude that he ls

From the player prospective, Thomas Houston stated
"We're having very positive
practices. We are out there to
play and for the love of the
game." Freeman Fletcher
added "We have good intens.
ity and are ready to hil"
Coach Beard attributes the
positive attitude in the confidence that the prol?lems of
1989 have been cleared. He
alluded to the fact that three
new-elements of the equation
are now in place. The new
elements of the equation are
that Prairie View has a new
president, athletic director,
and head football coach.
Easily, this should be one of
the most interesting and exciting years ofPraire View Football.

RADIATOR PROBLEMS?
TRY
FRIETAGS RADIATION

'By Angela Thomas
Sto,ffWriter

'

two of them 3-2 and 14-12. The
team also defeated Sl Mary of
Plains College 20-14. Unfortunately, PV's rival, Texas
Southern University, defeated the Panthers 8-10,10-12, 167 and 9-3.
The Panther's
overall
record is 7-25 and their conference record is 2-10.
One senior pitcher, Cedric
Brumley, said "Since we finally won a game everyone is now
more confident."

'l'he PV men's baseball team
is Improving with each game
even though they are still lacking players.
The Panther baseball team
is now more confident than
they were at the beginning of
the season due to their victories against Grambling State
University and St. Mary of
Plains College, both of which
are conference teams.
Six of 11 starters are freshThe Panthers played four
games against GSU, winning men. These young players are

ALLrii~tcii~i~~HRi~I~~~ ,:t~~Qoir ~,
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becoming more and more
experienced which should
benefit the team.
There is still a shortage of
players due to lack of scholarships.
However, athletic
scholarships will be available
next fall.
Prairie View will resume
their schedule with an "home
and home" series against
T.S.U. on April 12 and 13. Also
the Panthers will travel to
Ruston, Lousiana on the 18th
of April to compete with
Louisiana Tech. Univ.

P.V. dominates 62nd Relays
By Roosevelt Huggins
Sport Editor

I ·s1 CHE\'. scttooL susj

football and basketball to
raise funds through tickets
sales and alumni donations.
These two drive concessions
such as the multi-billlon dollar industry of fan memorabilia. Also, it is no illusion that
most of the key basketball and
football athletes are black.
In my opinion, the Knight
commission and the graduation survey have uncovered a
scenario that the general
public does not care about
College sports enthusiasts
expect to see the best athletes
playing for the biggest
schools no matter whether
they can read or write. Sights
of Dexter Manley stating he
attended and passed classes
at Oklahoma State without
even the capability to read
comes to my mind.
But what is even worse, that
we are continuing the cycle.
Black athletes are being cultivated to enter in predominantly white colleges. For
~this, larger institutions have
winning football teams, better
living
conditions,
research facilities for their
majority race students, and
increasing financial revenue.
The Black athlete in return
has glory for four years but a
life of despair for fifty
because he did not recieve an
adequate education from college. ·

Baseball team improves with each game

s1:1oe~ -'

FORIEGN OR DOMESTIC
COMPLETE RADIATOR NEEDS:
REBUILDING
RE-CORDING
PLASTIC RADIATORS
SUMMER RADIATOR CHECK
GAS TANK REPAIR
HEAT AND AC WORK

atheletes graduated during
the same time period.
This statistic, ironically is
in favor of the athletic department doing an above average
job in graduating their
athletes. However, if you
investigate football and basketball graduation rates of
Division I universities, the
scenario changes.
Graduation rates for football athletes during the five
year period was 42.5%. Even
worse, basketball only graduated 39% of its athletes. One
ofthe worst basketball conferences was the Southeastern
Conference at an 14% graduation rate. This conference
contains basketball "powerhouses" such as L.S. U. and
Kentucky.
As far as Prairie View goes
statistically, it has a 65% student graduation rate while lts
athletes graduate at 63.4%.
Not bad, since this is competitve with other Division I
schools and leads SWAC in
graduation rates going away.
In fact, Prairie View athletics
seems like a giant if you compare it to Texas Southern's
9.4% athletic graduation rate.
Now what do these statistics show in terms of ethics
and integrity? Is this not what
athletics is supposed to be
about? It is no secret that
most universities count on

The Prairie View A&M
athletic department hosted
it's 62nd Annual P.V. relays
during the Easter Weekend
and for many of the visiting
track teams they attended
church the next day with a
somber attitude. The reason
for the attitude is that the P.V.
men's and women's track
team thouroughly dominated
the competition.
Prairie View swept the
three divisions of university
men, university women, and
freshman men by wide margins. In fact, in univesity men
and university women, the
Panthers won the relays by 14
•
pomts
over T.S.U. and
South ern respectively in the
two divisions. The freshmen
track squad tallied an incredihie 106 points to just 48 of S. U.
Definitely this was a day for
team accomplishments, but
the relays also offered some
outstanding individual performers.

was voted Most Outstanding
Runner of the relays. In the
male field events, John Whitby proved to be the class ofthe
Division as he was voted Most
Outstanding Male Field
Event.
Not to be outdone, Terri
Clayton a nd Raquel Andrews
;er; named Most Outstandg em~le Runner and Most
Outstand mg ~emale Field
Event respectively. During
~he ~elay was the last participation of some of our female
"tr~ck stars." The notable
senior lady panthers that
have brought to P.V. numerou~ track and field championships are Raquel Andrews
Chand~a Williams, Rhond~
Lampkin, Barbara Smith, Celisa Shy and Terri Clayton.
The future of P.V. Lrack
seems promising as Rod ~cott
and' Rob Thomas continued
P.V. s successful weekend by
being voted Outstandi
Freshamn Field Event a :
Outstanding Freshman Runner respectively,

In the male division, conCongratulations
sistent "track star" Cecil Shy well done!
on a Job

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVE
112 YEARS OF ACADEMIC EXCEL~~6J
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It is time to elect a new
.tu dent Government Associa1on.

good standing with the university.

Qualifications fior p
.
t
.
res1en & y1ce President: Must
be aJumor or Senior, Presently carry a 12 hr. minimum
course load, cumulative
G.P.A of 2.5 and must be in

All other positions: Complete a minimum of 30 hrs,
presently carry a 12 hr. minimum course load, cumulative
G.P.A of 2.0 and must be in
good standing with the university.

d

r

I
I

I

If you qualify and are i?~e~
ested in running for a positio
on the SGA, fill out th e
application below and retur~
i t and at least 25 signitures ~
support to the student activI ·
ies office.
.
There will be a $5 apphc~i
tion fee due by Monday, Apri
15 at5 p.m ..

Just in at Video Presents
"The do 11 you love to
hate"

INTERESTED
IN SEEING
YOUR WORK
INPRINT? .

Chucky

JOIN THE STAFF AT
THEPATHER.
POSITIONS NOW
AVAILABLE IN SPORTS
WRITING, NEWS
WRITING, FEATURE
WRITING, AND
ADVERTISING.
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IT'S
THE PLACE

Video Presents
845 12 th St.
Hempstead, Tx
Phone: (409) 826-3585

TOBE!

------------------EXCITING JO~ IN ALASKA
HIIIINO Men • Women. Summer/Year

HAVE YOU BEEtl AfFtL!ATED IHTII S. G. II. BEfORC?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lf ,YES , EXPLAlll: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging,
Mining, Construction, Oil Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation
$600 plus weekly. CALL NOWI

1-208-738-7000, Ext•..lll.Wl.1

Girl Scouts
Summer Camp Counselor, Assistant
Director, Nurse & Waterfront Positions
Available at 3 camp sites; Duncanville &
Athens. Tx, Lake Texoma; For dates and
more information, please call Kimberly
Draskovic' (214) 823-1342 or 1-800-

I
Itl A IIELL IIRITTEII ~SSAY ( 50-100 ...,ords) rtrASE DCSCRIOE 1/IIY YOU ll!SII TO OECOIIE AN
S. G. A. REPRESENTATIVE, /\IID \JIIAT YOU SPCCJF[CALLY DESIRE TO ACCOMPL!S11 111 THE

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

POS lT lUI~ SOllGIIT.

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

GET YOUR JOBS NOW!

ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 every week-Free Details:
SASE to Brooks lnternatioal, Inc.,
PO Box #680084, Orlando, FL 32868

. Cruise Ship Jobs

Fundralser

~------------------------------------·

100's of address/tel. #s of JOBS OPEN IN
PARADISE. Calif/Fla/NaU.Pks/Cruise/
Rafting. for Spring/Summmer HAVE A
PAID VACATION. CALL 1-900-2644
$3/min__
. -=-....,,..__,,,.,......__,.--,--

HIRING Men-Women Summer/

We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority, or student organization that
would like to make $500-$1 ,500 for a
one week marketing project right on
campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Calll Macy at (800)582-2121

Year Round PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL Excellent pay plus FREE travel Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,
Mexico. Call Now! Call refundable. 1·206736-7000 Ext 600N1

$1-\~sr

ONE
WEEK,

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
bl. 50

Schwar-z
Department Store
of
Hempstead

Is Proud To Present The
New
Michael Jordan
Tuxedo with Tails
Perfect for any formal occassion

Ladies, don't forget our
fantastic line of dresses
and fine accessories

Schwartz is located on 10th
street at 290
next door to Cactus Jacks and
the hardware store
(409) 826 - 2466
The Jam Full Dress

26214

And Students, don't forget
to ask for your discount

..
•

POSITIVE
X-TRA INCOME
MaD Letters • $500-$2000 In Spare Time
Free Details: ~ To:
JIIIWlnlAuoclltn
1387 Eggert Pl. • Far Rockaway, NY 11691

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor

!
~g
i
_,

As I, a Black Man sat in the audience of the Alpha Kappa
Sorority's forum and listened as various platform gues~
addressed the topic; "The Role ofBlack Women in the 1990 51
As We Reach the 21'st Century'', I could not help but fee
overjoyed that someone of the female gender was ecd hoGi~
my sentiments. When the platform guest, Yolan a
recognized the problem that black women need to love
themselves, I alomst could not contain my concurrence.
Evidence of this self hatred and low self-esteem in my
eyesight can be seen through profanity, boisterous behatfivior, color contacts, hair weaves, and the revealing Ugh t
clothing. One might argue that a lady has the right to wear
or act whatever may she likes. Well, we live in America so
this is true, but a lady has to ask herself; Am i wearing or
acting this way for myself or because of the attention and
acceptanne I may get from the Black Man? Ladles you have
a lot to be proud of as Dr. Jewel Prestage noted _by
recognizing positive Black traditional women in politics
such as Shirley Chisolm, Barbra Jordon, and Yvonne
Braittware Burke. there have also been great strides with
Black Queens in both the Miss U.SA Pageants. Ladies you
no longer have to be subservient to anyone. Black Ladies,
you are beautiful both in exterior and interior, because God
created you in his image. Love yourselves for who you are
and whatyou are and the Black Man will in turne love you for
that very same reason. I personally an a sincere concerned
Black Man trying to reach out and uplift the Black Ladles
who are the mothers of our future generations.
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REGISTRATION SCHEDULE
--JIVAMU

Open Registration for CONTINUING STUDENTS~

Michael Blackshln

- · - - AT NURSING FACILITY

6436 FANNIN, HOUSiON,

rx

Dear Editor
As of late, there has been much talk among the faculty
about needing to be given the space and time to do research.
As a student, I would like to say that I think that research
time for the faculty ls vitally important to the university. The
faculty members are professionals and scholars. The only
reason we students pay to go to college is so that we can be
expossed to these people. In technical fields especially,
information changes, and if the faculty are not able to
research, they give us outdated information - not to mention
that they get bored with their own field if they don't use any
of the knowledge that they have. Personally, I would like to
work on new research projects with my facuity members.
Memorizing old information is okay, but education could be
so much fun if the students and faculty could work together
delving into unknown possiblities.

Wednesday •••••••• Apr i 1 ~4 •••••••••• {:· 9: OOam - 1 : OOpm
ihursday •••••.••• April
l:OOpm - 5:00pm
Thursday •••• ·••••••• i1ay 30 ••••••••••••• 9:00am - 3:00pm

~s .............

Thurs-Friday •••• August
+

8-10 •••••••••• 9:00am - 3:00pm

To register in Houston (as elsewhere), you MUST
present a schedule card 5ioned bv vour adviser,

Simon Jester

full/Self s-ervice Copies
laminating

I

15 % Off Self Serve
8112 x 11 White Copies
Until 5-1-91

Prints
Binding
Color Poper
Cotor•Copies
Type-Setting
Tro nspo renc1es

Resume Service
THE UNIVERSITY COPY CENTER OFFERS A Fl.JLL RANGE 9F SERVICES FROM THE
SIMPLE ART OF COPYING GOOD ORIGINALS, LAMINATING.COLOR COPIES/ ·

TRANSPARENCIES,
SENDING FASIMILIES, BINDING TYPESETTING,AND MORE
WE ASLO FEATURE A VARIED SELECTION OF COLOR PAPEl=l.

Memorial Center Underground
Fax 857-2118 Phone 857-2105
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:00

NEED HIGH QUALITY COPIES FA~T?
NEED YOUR RESUME OR ,-eAM PAPERS lYPED?
NEEO FULL CO~OR COPJEs OR TRANSPARENCIES?
THEN COME ON BY MEMORIAL STULJENT CENTER

BASEMENT 1-EVEL 114

& More

